THE ASSET FOR TRADERS & HOLDERS

Листинг хеджирующего
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OLX ‒ Coin listing

For exchanges - the benefits of listing OLX-Coin
3 coverage of the listing on our resources (with further updates and additions):
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6Si3KTiLwtlcRbs-hRJGtQ
https://olbitx.network/
https://twitter.com/BitOliver
https://www.instagram.com/OliverBit07
https://t.me/Trader_Legion
https://t.me/OliverBit_Group
https://t.me/OLBITX_Network
3 active moderation of OLX-Coin trading strategies on the main YouTube channel
(24,500 followers), along with other trading strategies:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6Si3KTiLwtlcRbs-hRJGtQ
3 active supply of OLX-Coin Signals on open signal channels:
https://t.me/OliverBit_Group
https://t.me/Trader_Legion
https://twitter.com/BitOliver
https://www.instagram.com/OliverBit07
3 active attraction of our traders’ attention to trading other exciting pairs on the listed
(OLX-Coin) exchange, up to the submission of specific Signals (resources are
indicated above);
3 active discussion and clarifications on the work of the listed (OLX-Coin) exchange;
3 integration of OLX-Coin trading on the Trade-mate.io resource for the Auto-Follow
mode into the already existing Auto-Follow Channels (based on the API compatibility
of a particular exchange):
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Trader Club https://trade-mate.io/ref/587891



coverage and updates on GitHub: https://github.com/OLBITX

Blockchain type
Blockchain OLBITX (ticker OLX) was developed and launched by a decentralized
Group of Traders(about 1500 traders) in the form of an independent Network based on
universal desire and common intention;
3 main goal: the creation of a public hedging crypto asset to reduce risks in Trading;
3 OLX-Coin consensus: Proof of Stake (PoS);
3 price consensus: DeFunds (decentralized funds);
3 management and development of the OLBITX Blockchain is carried out by the
decentralized nonprofit foundation S.Group;

Emission and primary distribution
3 initial issue amounted to 3 million coins (July 2020);
3 the maximum issue will be 21 million coins;
3 18 million of coins to be issued by all OLX holders via staking;
3 OLX-Coin is not Security;
3 1.2 million OLX-Coin’s were distributed among all interested traders for free
(Bounty / AirDrop ), in proportion to their activity;
3 0.3 million OLX-Coin’s left for listing purposes on several exchanges (on average,
20 thousand OLX-Coin’s for each exchange);
3 1.5 million OLX-Coin’s are dispersed on S.Group servers without the right of
centralized access (by individuals or a narrow group of S.Group members) to prevent
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future Attack 51 - these OLX-Coin’s cannot be sold or made available on exchanges
for listing purposes (condition of the issuer);

Listing
3 OLX-Coin listing can be carried out by any well-known exchange if it does not violate
or modify the above provisions;
3 we are planning to list on most well-known exchanges;
3 preference is given to free listing on a reciprocal contractual basis based on
decentralized non-commercial principles for the development of the crypto industry;
3 commercial listings can also be considered if this approach is mutually balanced to
develop the hedging concept, briefly mentioned above;

Howey Test
3 on the part of the issuer (S.Group, headed by Oliver Bit), the initial sale (ICO)of
OLX-Coin’s is absent;
3 on the part of the issuer, any type of ICO is also excluded in the future;
3 the issuer has no commercial purpose in the sense of direct sale of OLX-Coin’s
anywhere;
3 the issuer intends only to preserve and develop the Blockchain itself in the concept
of hedging functions;
3 the issuer does not intend to use the sale of OLX-Coin’s for financing this project
(only free traders and holders of OLX-Coin’s can do this, at will and voluntarily);
3 the issuer intends to develop and finance this project-based of personal or public
funds;
3 the issuer intends to exclude the distribution of the title «Securities» on OLX-Coin
initially and on any point;

Contact
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3 applications or proposals should be sent to the chairman of the S.Group nonprofit
foundation:
https://t.me/OliverBit

Our additional resources (S.Group, Oliver Bit):
https://olbitx.network/
https://explorer.olbitx.network/
https://wallet.olbitx.network/index.php?
https://www.instagram.com/OliverBitGroupen/
https://twitter.com/OliverBitGroupE
https://www.instagram.com/OliverBitGroupes/
https://twitter.com/OliverBitGroup
https://www.instagram.com/OliverBitGroup.fr/
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